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ABSTRACT 

current travels all the way from the power supply to the silicon, it sees the current 

path in each of the levels as resistive and inductive drops, thus voltage deteriorates. 

Power droop in the silicon is a major cause for system performance degradation. 

Higher frequency of operation and reduced power levels are limiting the timing and 

voltage budget, which is designed in circuits to account for system noise, which 

includes voltage drooping due to inductive losses. Novel techniques are evolved to 

compensate for these losses at all levels, starting from motherboard, package, socket 

and finally down to the silicon level. 

Due to lack of available space, design constraints and fabrication difficulties, 

decoupling at the die level is very limited. Though available decoupling techniques 

exist for the board, package and socket, yet their response time is slow and in some 

cases worthless. 

Here a proposal is made to provide for decoupling at the CMOS levels, right where the 

power is needed. This work merges the advanced DRAM technologies with that of 

CMOS to create decoupling in silicon without taking any extra rooms for it. Simulation 

of sub 100 run multi-metal layer circuit demonstrates the advantage of proposed 

localized decoupling. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Power supply to a system 

working of the motherboard involves a complex set of power distribution among 

:.,:' rent levels and components, both simultaneous and separate. Various systems, 

__ :-uitry and technology offer design options for the current path starting from power 

- ::rne down to the transistor level. The power delivery network is a critical design 

:'--oice, comprising of three steps. These are establishing a target impedance, proper 

=. -tem-level decoupling network and selecting the right Voltage Regulator Module. 

-;ne Power Supply Unit (PSU) mounted on the motherboard, usually converts 100-

: _0 V (North America and Japan) or 220-240 V (Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia) 

.. C mains supply from the wall outlet to usable low-voltage DC power for the internal 

- mponents of the motherboard. It has the typical shape of a square metal box, often 

own as the silver box consisting of diodes, transistors, transformers and capacitors, as 

II as heat sinks and fans [1] . 

These are rated based on their maximum output power which typically ranges from 

_ 00 W to 500 W. The PSU can be of two types-linear and switched mode. The linear 

ne usually uses a transformer to convert the voltage from the wall outlet to a different, 

~ -ually a lower voltage; then a rectifier is used to convert it to DC and a capacitor 

:.moothens it. The latter one (SMPS) switches a power transistor between saturation and 

: toff with a variable duty cycle supplying the desired output voltage. The resulting 

:-e tangular waveform is low-pass filtered with an inductor and capacitor. Though it is 

: :-naller and dissipates less energy, it offers a lot more complexity. Yet it is a better 

. ion while considering efficiency and heat dissipation. Power delivery network in the 

h rboard is maintained by steps of conversion from the mains to usable voltage by 

hip [1]. 

.;: ~:: ri al and Electronic Engineering, East West University 8 
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Figure 1: Block diagram of working principle of the PSU 

-", iagram above shows a flowchart, detailing all the steps of the working of PSU. 

-~ ilver Box in the PSU converts 220V or 11 OV AC to a low-voltage DC, usually to 

:-.-_ LV or 15V. Then this DC is fed into Voltage Regulator Module (VRM) which 

the voltage to even smaller voltage required for the CPU. The VRM has a high 

~rance and cuts down undesirable peaks and troughs. These are actually buck 

-_::: lators, driven by feedback circuit and helps in maintaining a smooth voltage output. 

-:",- can again be categorized into Inductor-based VRM, Charge-pump VRM and 

-.~ar VRM, depending on the circuit-design. A good VRM design can save up to 18% 

s soon as the Motherboard is powered, current runs through Power Planes in 

_ Printed Circuit Board (PCB). Since PCBs handle with the maximum power among 

- xt components, planes being wider than traces, offer low resistance path. Current 

'j \'ided as it travels along the PCB through the Package and Socket, finally 

- g the Chip. 

Degradation 

ing converted to the required voltage, power is now supplied to the board, 

_ and socket and eventually to the silicon. The wide power planes in the board 

-- .~::- r istive drop. The package power distribution design has undergone several 

:::~:: of pad design from pin grid array to ball grid array and eventually to land grid 

of these changes has offered less drop and space but has increased 

peed. Yet, the degradation could not be brought down to zero. The pad 

determines the placement of traces and vias, the length and width of traces 

- -_ ~n Electronic Engineering, East West University 9 
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and the ways in which they are connected to the power and ground planes- all 

etermine ESL. 

Global 

IllI.l"nU"(liatl" f 
M",' L".o"1 1, 

Via 

'. 

-
Passivation 

Diell"cuif 

_ Etdl Stoll LaYl"r 

- Diell"fuif Call}Jillg LaYl"r 

_ Copper Conductor with 
Banil"l'iNucll"ation LaYl"r 

- Pre-Metal Diell"cnif 
Tlmgst.l"n Contnct Plug 

lo ure 2: The power path through metal layer, vias and interconnects (reference not available) 

1 ough optimum designs keep ESR and ESL low, power and voltage are degraded all 

way from power plane to transistors. The sockets are also placed such that they 

er the least resistive and inductive drop. Even in the silicon level, care is taken in 

.., 'nging down this drop. The power lines are made to travel through the upper metal 

-.. 

._. 'ers since they have wider and thicker metal traces. The thick dielectric in the upper 

'_. 'ers keeps the line-to-line capacitance low. In these layers, the wider via with greater 

:: h reduces inductive effect. Smaller current loop reduces the ESL contribution, The 

~"I \'er traces are kept alternate with the ground in the same metal layer. But, for the 

:~ ond metal layer, the power traces run orthogonally to the first so as to further reduce 

it ive coupling between the two. Yet again, the design needs to be kept as simple 

ib le to minimize the interconnect delay. Even after all these, the droop in power 

ot be totally made negligible . 
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Th n the interest falls on how to nullify this minimum delay. Large capacitors, storing 

harge when they get hold of the supply voltage are then made to discharge to 

-moothen the droop. On-die white area capacitances also help. But both these take time 

o arrive. By this time, the transistors to switch first see an amount of voltage 

insufficient to turn them on. Thus the voltage degradation as current runs all the way 

rom the dc supply to the silicon becomes an important issue. 

Different technologies are available to help the system provide the necessary power to 

the circuit. For motherboards and packages, low inductance capacitors are available 

which are easily integrated into a system. Advanced decoupling technology, embodied 

in devices such as LICA (Low Inductance Capacitor Array), Monolithic Capacitors 

(e.g.-X7R,XSR) , Super Capacitors have extremely low internal resistance or ESR and 

ESL, high efficiency (up to 97-98%), high output power, extremely low heating levels, 

and improved safety. Currently, the elements of monolithic ceramic capacitors are 

joined to each other by solder layers and are stacked on each other to minimize the 

value of equivalent series resistance and equivalent series inductance [2]. 

Though these are efficient enough to provide power for different stages of power 

supply, yet the delay in their response time makes it necessary for a nearby decoupling 

source. 

1.3. Current decoupling technology 

1.3.1. Capacitance in Motherboard 

When a CMOS switches simultaneously and draws short-circuit leakage current, then 

an undesirable voltage droop causes. The resistive loss and the inductive drop in 

motherboard, package and socket lower the source voltage which becomes a major 

i sue as it reaches the CMOS inverters. Better designs allow least resistive loss by 

having power and ground planes in motherboard, greater number of via in package and 

-older balls, flipped-chip etc. in socket. But due to the space constrains extra 

apacitance cannot be added, and the increment in supplied voltage level will cause the 

_ -: of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, East West University 11 
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- ;: ~ - t which will create another major problem. In recent days, to minimize the 

__ ; lllg voltage droops, several processes of providing necessary power are being 

__ _ - a consequence, capacitors are being positioned by using the free spaces of 

ard effectively. In nanotechnology, the size of the package is very small 

d to the motherboard. On the other hand, for the protection issue of the chip, 

- =:z~ of the motherboard cannot be reduced. So the unused spaces are used to place 

- :: or and an efficient floor plan allows having large capacitances in motherboard 

:- ci ances in motherboard are responsible to provide additional power during power 

- 3. ion. According to the technology adopted in recent days and considering the 

onstraint of system, these motherboard capacitances are a better idea to 

- ;nize the power starvation and can help to gain the desired voltage level but still the 

:-;: droop in the package and socket level exists . So in spite of having large 

- _ci ance in motherboard the response time is very slow in CMOS level. 

On-die White area Capacitance 

White area Capacitance is another approach used in recent technology to 

:: nsate the power starvation of CMOS to some extent. On-die capacitances 

- ~ t with the inductance and resistance of the power distribution network to supply 

-_:.-i al charge. At high frequencies, the supply of decoupling charge is highly 

_~:zed, and the effective decoupling capacitance is determined primarily by power 

.: :nductance. 

- '" \\'er distribution network is required to have a low impedance resonance-free 

- :-:,3 O\'er a wide frequency range. This target impedance is achieved by decoupling 

- __ : nees at the board, package, and die levels. At high operating frequencies, the 

-..: e,3 ments must be treated as a distributed system. The on-die power grid exhibits 

_ .. e::i ti\'e and inductive nature [4] . 

-- ::11 and Electronic Engineering, East West University 12 
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-~ _ wer grid is typically uniform and symmetric in the X-Y directions on a die 

- -_;:i ances supply locally stored charge for fast current transients. In most of the 

_ . -~- the capacitances are of two types: symbiotic and intentional. Symbiotic 

piing capacitance is provided by existing devices and interconnects within idle 

ircuitry. Intentional capacitance is provided by specially designed whose 

ary role is decoupling. The sum of both types is the on-die decoupling capacitance. 

~ on-die power network components are greatly dependent upon the high frequency 

- . -.::. -ior of the impedance; typically about above hundreds of MHz. The complex 

r distribution network can be approximately calculated by a lumped effective 

... itance [5] . 

. -:~ module comprises a plurality of conductive power planes that are separated from a 

- .l.:-al ity of conductive ground planes by layers of dielectric material. The power planes 

~_~ h have opposite extending tabs that are offset from similar tabs extending from the 

_ und planes and which are coupled together by layers of conductive material. 

. ~\\-ise, the tabs of the ground planes are coupled together by additional layers of 

:: uctive material. The corresponding power and ground planes are also coupled 

~~ her by vias located throughout the module. The conductive layers couple both 

of the corresponding conductive planes and provide contact pads for further 

bly to a semiconductive die. The module is attached to the semiconductive die by 

ali ty of gold bumps which are formed on the top surface of the die. 

Proposition 

_.- .1. Location of Decoupling 

_ . ~3..ly . the capacitors are used as instant and temporary power suppliers in CMOS 

-~:: uring the switching of all the transistors at the same time. As the simultaneous 

. :- il.;:: of billions of transistors draw a significantly large current, the supply voltage 

- :: ~- om a power insufficiency. Decoupling capacitors are very innovative 

-- - I and Electronic Engineering, East West University 13 
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- mi niature power stations for the instant supply of charge to keep the 

on tant at this critical period. But sometimes these decoupling 

~..,...,..-'~ - -~ not efficient enough to serve the intention and designers have to focus on 

·z tion of the free spaces of motherboard effectively. 

aper, we have proposed to allocate the decoupling capacitors next to the 

-:or- level using DRAM technology by "Trench Approach". In this approach, a 

tr nch which is used only for isolation purpose, adjacent to the CMOS would 

coupling capacitor. [1] 

Use of DRAM technology 

.".::- r deciding the position of decoupling, we then set to insert a capacitor in CMOS, 

- _: the space constraint becomes a major issue. The problem was solved by switching 

. Trench DRAM technology. The current aspect ratio of depth is to width is 50: 1 

e::ables us in providing a capacitance with the available dimensions. Digging a Trench 

:- 126nm deep in the Silicon Trench Isolator (STI) which is usually 250nm for a 90nm 

-:-0 ess technology and between two inverters placed back to back does not pose that 

- ... h difficulty. Thus the merging of DRAM trench in the STI to provide local power 

-- "es useful [6] . 

trica l and Electronic Engineering, East West University 14 
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THEORY 

"\ oltage droops in a real system: 

. :--r -ent invention relates to integrated circuits more particularly to have a stable 

~:- upply. Advances in integrated circuit technology have resulted in higher density 

_~':i es, faster operating speeds, higher currents, and lower operating voltages. It is 

.. =-ary to reduce noise on the power supply for optimum operation at maximum 

:""1 hips operating faster and supply voltages going lower, noise is becoming an 

ing problem for chip designers that cause logical errors and severe timing 

owns. On-chip noise arises from parasitics inherent in the pins connecting chips 

kages. When CMOS devices remain in static state, power consumption is 

-.}mal. CMOS dissipates power only when it switches from high to low or vice versa. 

\' ver, there is a small amount of inductances in the pins connecting the chip to the 

_ ,'age. These inductances cause large changes in voltage by creating a reverse EMF 

,'ed by the equation: 

v = _ Ldi 
dt 

-~over , IR drop has a significant effect in the circuit. It occurs in the main supply 

.: =e (V DD) along the power rails between the power pads, the ground pads, channel 

_-= h and the logic components of a chip. 

~ imultaneous switching of billions of transistors draws huge currents from the 

. ~m DC power supply. So, there might be a significant drop on chip when the chip 

current. This inductive drop and Ri drop is sometimes so significant that 

ly all the charge used to supply this current comes from chip capacitance. At this 

~ "he speed, at which system is operated, is insufficient to drive the device 

. _", I y. Inherent parasitic components and cross-coupled effects of the system are 

nsible for a short time delay in delivering power and slower response time to 

.:-ical and Electronic Engineering, East West University 15 



. -. _' -. :\ fas t increase in the current can also cause a drop in the supply voltage, 

'" . gh rate of change in current is through the package inductance. At this time, 

-..:;. - ors suffer from power starvation followed by voltage droop. 

:= " roop is the loss in output voltage from a device as it tries to drive a load. 

- _::h small amounts of voltage droop are unavoidable, there are times when 

::e roop is excessive and can are hazardous for unexpected and unwanted outputs 

_ •• r uit. For example: simultaneous switching results in sudden flow of current 

::= inductances on to the board that develops a voltage. This creates a potential 

between the board ground and the device, developing a low voltage signal 

han ground level, called "ground bounce". Ground bounce can cause an output 

seen as a high by other devices on the board. 

e the droop, decoupling capacitors are used. Though loss can be compensated 

using decoupling capacitances and minimizing the short circuit current, it 

: '" ncountered by reducing the channel resistivity and increasing channel mobility. 

Resistive and Inductive Drop 

I age droop is achieved due to the inductive and resistive circuitry inherent to 

other board, package, socket and Silicon die. These voltage droop can be 

_;: erized by the following equation: 

= i( R + j()) L) 

e r. the impedance faced by the incoming current is reduced by using a power 

- . _:her than through wires and vias. 

. _ .ing capacitors are used to compensate the inductive drop in any circuitry. 

. .\·hen the value of capacitive drop is identical to the value of inductive drops, 

minimized. On-chip decoupling is an effective idea but it consumes 

on property and leakage current. 

:_ :md Electronic Engineering, East West University 16 
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Figure 3: RLC equivalence of the circuit 

e above circuit, we can write, impedance, 

= R + jwL) +_._1_ 
jWC 

. have already seen that compensation occurs under this condition, 

1 
::J L 1= 1 . c 1 

jaJ 

: Inally yields, frequency, 

1 
f= ~LC 

_ -~ . this is the resonant frequency of the system. 

7n the switching frequency of a load approaches to the self resonant frequency of 

ower grid, the voltage drop caused by the RLC system, increases. This 

_ -: menon is known as resonance. 

- -\\'itching frequency of the current load must not be identical to the resonant 

-- _~ncy of the transistor. It has to be either less or greater than the switching 

___ ~ncy of the system; for at this circumstance, as a result, the voltage response of the 

__ 1 system oscillates. 

ove equation also shows a frequency dependency which IS illustrated in the 

' \lng diagram: 
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Figure 4: Impedance Vs Frequency plot (Using data from MURATA) 

iagram illustrates that the resonant frequency is between 75 to 80 MHz where the 

-- _~ce is minimal. That is, 

Z=R 

drop occurs during this time is the resistive drop due to the resistivity of wires 

_ ':a of the chip. 

i3 • r, as frequency Increases, the planes ' characteristics become much more 

~Ii ated. More precisely, a pair of planes forms a parallel- plate act as transmission

_ :y tern rather than acting as capacitors. 

rall View, it might appear that higher operating frequencies are favorable for 

_ :- ant output performance. But unfortunately, the complexity of skin depth arouses 

--~ - ituation that increases the resistivity of the circuit and the circuit encounters 

_ -: .mpedance. 

Vdc-IZ Drop 

e:- ntial to keep the impedance low for low voltage fluctuation. As the biasing 

::; e i shared through the circuit it is necessary to keep it constant for better 

::::lance of the system. 

__ ~· .:al and Electronic Engineering, East West University 18 



- .-~. 0 curs in the transistor level are due to inter connect, vias, wires and 

" . of the metallic path. The inductive loops created due to the metal layers 

_ -~ ·ons for the inductive drop, Ldi/dt, in the circuit. Vias and wires are nothing 

-!: Hi conductors and the channel length of the integrated circuits cause the 

~ ob tacle of the system. Copper (Cu) is used as the interconnect material with a 

~_ •• _ 'U. ' I .. of (l :72 l_¢cm) 1. The summations of drops that occur due to such 

_ _ are IZ drops. All these drops add up to a significant number that is 

~:...-v .• ~ or the power starvation of the system supply. For Example: If the system 

_'"":'. I.- i 5V and the total IZ drop till the transistor level is 1.7V then the voltage 

system would be 3.3V, but the system was designed for 5V power supply. 

m suffers from power starvation. 

__ ~ hi . power distribution grids with multiple supply voltages are offered. In 

_ ~ -. multiple supply voltages and multiple grounds are presented through one 

.: -:..~but i on grids. 

ignal transmission 

Higher frequency trend requires sharper edge 

vent of technology, the demand for faster RAM, processors, motherboards, 

:ignificantly increased with the frequency of signal transmission. Higher 

-: in digital signal transmission is nothing but faster switching of Os and 1 s. As 

y increases, the transitional rate between the Os and 1 s has to cope. The 

i ions are ideally meant to take no time but in real cases, take very little or 

~ - .e ··m to switch from Os to Is or vice versa. When the frequency is increased, 

_ . ng rate increases. If the transitional time is comparable with the time the 

constant, the device can read an error. This becomes more complicated 

::h a part icular type oflogic where the result is quite crucial [8]. 
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Figure 5: Ideal and real-life digital signal of low and high frequency 

- ~xample, if the system is designed to take the reading at the falling edge of the 

_ ., . it would read correctly; otherwise not. If it reads at B (as seen in the above 

_~" . it would read a 1 as a O. Thus transitional time must be very small compared to 

_ and sharper edge becomes mandatory. The transient time in rise and fall time can 

controlled so as to add sophistication to the desired one. This can be done by 

-.: ing the channel length of the PMOS and NMOS, between which the capacitor is 

.::~ ted. 

Voltage droop depends on harmonics content of the signal: 

_ -: races and vias are modeled with elementary circuit components, it becomes an 

~. rcuit. Series RLC circuits with equivalent inductive and capacitive reactances 

: . These circuits create undamped oscillations in voltage and current and 

_ ~ a high peak at a particular frequency, discriminating others. The highest peak 

-_ ... fundamental frequency. 
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. frequency, smaller peaks occur. Since the frequency multiplies, 

_--_~'"'~~_-ai_ . _ - '"'roblems show up and degrade circuit performance . 

.......,:;;~""'-,~. =T uency, different droop is often observed in a system, leading to 

. ·o\\·adays, many tools are available to analyze and simulate the 

- _ ::. ~ al. at various frequency and scale. 

ct1ye element in a circuit 

ept, the capacitor and the resistor are considered as ideal or perfect 

ontribute to the capacitance and resistance to the circuit. As physical 

ted to a circuit through conductive leads and paths they contain 

unwanted, inductance. This means that capacitors are physically 

inductive components in addition to their other properties. These are 

··r active components" of the circuit.These reactive components are 

Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) and Equivalent Series 

_ -:.. . For example: For a capacitor, ESL is the reactive component in a 

_~ of ESR and ESL is very small for a single transistor. But in a CMOS 

of transistors operate at Radio Frequency the concern of ESR and 

:.~ I with these inherent inductances in circuit analysis is using lumped 

__ c:::: ~ _ _ =_ h physical component is expressed as a combination of an ideal 

.: all inductor in series carrying an equivalent value to the inductance 

- ... eal physical device. 

R 

ui ' -a lent series resistance and inductance of a capacitor (PSpice) 
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Drop from inductance 

. , ped modeling is applied for transmission lines but it will help us 

:=::.:rstt"-;':' he behavior of inductive loop. Similar metal layers in package, power

_ - ';. loop or via in socket make up inductive loops. The ground wires are the 

_. r return paths of the circuit. The nonlinear variation of inductance with 

_;.::: h is a result of inductive coupling among circuit segments. 

upply is located some distance away from the transistors it drives. When 

Ise arrives, switching occurs in transistors which pull the energy along the 

. length from power supply down to the transistor level. Resistive losses in 

~ of heat and losses due to the current changes to the path inductances are 

:-ues. Moreover, if the distance between the forward and return current path is 

. -' an the loop length the inductive coupling is negligible . 

_. _ - a e in the RC time constant of a circuit will cause the switching current to 

_ ~ ~.· er resulting in a large di/dt. From one perspective this is good as it will 

~_--.>_ :h switching speed, which is the ultimate goal. However, the faster switching 

. m lates into higher harmonics in the signal. In time domain the large di/dt 

_--""-_: into large voltage drop across any inductance that may lie in the path of the 

Power from capacitance 

. _ .. ing of energy from one line to another via produces capacitive coupling or 

• .' provided they have potential difference in them. The circuit element that 

_ -:.: thi transfer of energy is followed by these equations : 
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dl 
VLm =Lm-

dt 

Figure 7: Capacitive coupling due to adjacent via and traces 

uctance will induce current on the victim line opposite of the driving 

Law) and the mutual capacitance will pass current through the mutual 

~......-. - ~ ~. a flows in both directions on the victim line. 

_ 10 devices, the potential difference between the V dd and the ground is 

air between them act as a very good dielectric. So they turn into a 

, yers in PCB have Si inside them which also act as dielectric and hence 

_ := od capacitive effect inside the transistors. The dielectric constant of Si is 

quite a bigger value. 

designs target low resistive loss by creating large power and ground 

- -0 herboard and packages, to reduce inductance and resistance. It includes 

r of vias in packages and connectors. A large section of solder ball and pin 

_. _ ill ackages are devoted to ground and power to reduce the average resistive 

_ :- 'e impedance. 

ESR,ESL 

- -~ ically perfect capacitor would be loss less and have an ESR of zero. But in 

. --. a itance the value of these ESR and ESL are very small. These are not fixed 

...:: ~ they are the inherent properties of any capacitor. Typically, the values of 
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L are in several IJ-Ohms and they cannot be measured by normal Ohm-

c 

Figure 8: ESR and ESL content of circuit elements (PSpice) 

.' i al to minimize the equivalent series resistance and inductance (ESR, ESL) of 

_ J RA:v1 capacitors. Large pitch between metal layers connecting the capacitor to the 

will results in a high ESL, while too small a cross section of the trace will 

- in high ESR. The ESL and ESR of decoupling capacitor show significant 

ation with frequency. At higher operating frequencies , the ESR of decoupling 

-_ ~ ito r increases due to skin effect. The equivalent impedance of the capacitor is 

1 z 1== 
212 

Resr + (mLesl + ) mec 

-:ere, w= 21[/ 

- ~ impedance of the capacitor is minimal at resonance . 

. ~ operating frequency range of the capacitor should fell near the resonant frequency. 

: . gh frequency, skin effect becomes significant. Most of the high frequency currents 

rowded within the skin depth of the wire. For systems operating at GHz 

... encies, the significant components that define the signal transition edges can be 

- ~. into the 30-40 GHz. In this paper, skin depth is calculated for 40GHz for the 

- .zat ion of high frequency effect. 
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Figure 9: Skin depth constraint at high frequency 

oftware helped us comprehend that at lower frequencies the capacitive 

significant (l/jwC) and in higher frequency trend the inductive 

- _~:- prevail. For a particular frequency, there is no capacitive component or 

-: -omponent and impedance is equivalent to only resistive part .Typically, we 

- _ ~ te our devices at this frequency. 
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TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY 

DRAM 

na mic random access memory (DRAM) is a type of random access memory that 

-~ each bit of data in each elementary DRAM cell. A cell contains a single MOS 

- -i tor and a storage capacitor. This charge, however, leaks off the capacitor due to 

_ :: b-threshold current of the cell transistor; the information eventually fades unless 

_ - pacitor charge is refreshed periodically. 

Bit Line 

Word Line ---tl~ Transistor 

I Capacitor 

Plate 

Figure 10: DRAM cell placement 

emory cell is written to by placing a " 1" or "0" charge into the capacitor cell. 

_ : - done during a write cycle by opening the cell transistor (gate to power supply or 

and presenting either Vee or OV (ground) at the capacitor. The word line (gate of 

. ill istor) is then held at ground to isolate the capacitor charge. 

:c - :. - deal of design effort has been made to shrink the cell area, particularly, the size 

~ DRAM capacitor. As memory density increases, the cell size must decrease . 

have managed to shrink overall cell size. However, due to factors such as 

it ivity and speed, it has been a challenge to reduce the capacitance. 

-_ - " DRAM elementary cell includes Planar, Trench, Stack, Cup, Crown etc 

. Compared to all other techniques mentioned above, the trench cell offers 
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apacitance, a mask less self-aligned contact, comparatively low 

r circuitry and last, but not the least, it consumes the least space [10]. 

_ ~.,.- ll ie structure sinks down the trench. Rest is filled with dielectric. New 

~_--.....,..:- n luding Checkerboard (CKB), hemispherical silicon grains (HSG) 

use of a bottle-shaped trench, increase the surface area of the trench 

the capacitance. The surface area can be further increased by making 

tr neh rough. 

- ITRS, 2007 Edition, MPU/ ASIC Metall half pitch falls to 12nm in 2022 

_007. The DRAM half pitch falls from 65nm, in 2007 to Ilnm in 2022. 

_~ - .'- that the fabrication of DRAM has undergone and would continue to do 

_ - :erm years: 

i his 65nm and would decrease further in near term years. 

ratios of the spaces between adjacent gates in DRAMs are expected to be 

~- 16: 1 by 2007 and will increase thereafter 

be required in DRAMs to reduce capacitance in the layer 

it lines 

ed for high aspect ratio in DRAM 

ology moves to high k metal gates 

__ • ' 0 ' other memory ICs, DRAMs suffer from a speed problem. The on-chip 

o read the data from each cell is inherently slow. As such, DRAM 

pI pace with the increased clock speed of CPUs. 

repancy, DRAMs have branched into many sub-categories. Each 

Ion of system interface circuitry with the intent of enhancing 

hermore, each design attempts to answer needs of specific 
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~ miconductor trend 

~~_= _ ong term trend of the history of computing, Intel co-founder Gordon 

- 3. e a revolutionary prediction in 1965. His prediction, popularly known 

:l ' ". tates that the number of transistors on a chip will double about every 

I 1 ..1 1 

.10 f;-' . ~ " P • i'~(" 

1I~ .qf ~ 'fI-o } •• l#opJ;j e..:J 
Figure 11: Gordon Moore's original graph from 1965 

re· s law was made from an observation, as it got more widely accepted the 

- owed it as a goal. In spite of the falling consumer price, the industry kept 

- ::= n w expensive methodologies to pace up with technological advancement. 

istors in 1954' s transistor radio to 820million transistors in Quad-Core 

processor of the year 2007, manufacturers have accelerated the change 

or . Computer industry technology road maps predicts (as of 2001) that 

\ ill ontinue for another several chip generations [11]. 

Higher frequency operation 

t paced up advancement in semiconductors is frequency which is the 

rrences of a repeating event per unit time. The standard unit of 

--e hertz, abbreviated Hz. Larger units of frequency include the kilohertz, 

nz . gigahertz (GHz) and terahertz (THz) [1]. 
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-::1) motherboard of a personal computer is run by a central clock known as the 

lock. Frequency of the system clock is multiplied many times by the PLL 

~ ,0 ked loop) of a chip and fed into a microprocessor, its adjoining units and the 

? There is usually a single PLL in a chip and this frequency of operation is 

-'-..... - ....... med in the working of the whole processor chip. The higher the frequency the 

_:-:h work is done by the processor [8] . 

Itai r 8800 was the first successful home and personal computer in 1975. Since 

- _ -. manufacturers developed microprocessors with increased functionality and the 

:m ement in frequency came in parallel. 60MHz processors in 1993 have 

~ el rated to more than 3GHz in 2007. The manufacturers have coped up with 

-- I ms associated with high frequency operation such as resonance, overheating, skin 

_~:-' h etc. Some of the common solutions are damped circuits, switching off part of the 

ssor and robust designs [11] . 

. _.2. Scaling down 

-: . .'ing to pace up with Moore's law and increased density of transistors, their size has 

= down at an amazing rate. 1 micrometer (f.1 m) process introduced in 1987 has 

_ -..:fted to 0.3 f.1 min 1997 and accelerated to 45nm in 2007. This aggressive scaling has 

-;-()ught in new technologies, innovative techniques, fabrication processes and even an 

_ : ns ion of particle physics. The benefits of scaling include improvement of packing 

-~ ity, faster speed and lower power dissipation [11]. 

-:-:1e process technology is actually defined by the channel length of the MOSFETs 

...:e in that process. For instance, a 45nm process incorporates MOS of channel length 

< nm; rest of the dimensions is scaled down accordingly. The R&D of the MOS 

-: ustry is even a step ahead of what they produce. When they market a 45nm process, 

.-~y would actually be working on a smaller scale [12]. 
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Figure 12: Difference in R&D and production 

. e: oncept in scaling is that the various Structural parameters of the MOSFET 

be scaled such that the device functions properly. If short-channel MOS are not 

__ ed proportionately, unintentional electrostatic interactions may occur between the 

and drain known as DIBL (Drain Induced Barrier Lowering) effect [13]. 

I: Scaling factors of different Structural Parameters 

Structural parameters Scaling Factor 

Surface Dimension 11K 

Vertical dimensions 11K 

Current, voltage 11K 

Capacitance K 

Circuit delay time 11K 

Power dissipation 11K 2 

There are many problems associated with this scaling. As devices are scaled down, 

:nternal electric field is to be kept constant for each generation chips. Hot carrier effect 

comes more prominent with shrinking. However, the use of high-k materials provides 

solution to that. 
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Yet, MOS are being scaled down, trend going faster after each generation. In 1995 , the 

O.S micrometer process had three layers of interconnect for a 120 MHz signal. 0.18 

micrometer process of the year 2000 had seven layers for SOOMHz signal. In the next 

two years, devices were scaled down to 0.12 micrometer process and the frequency rose 

to IS00 MHz. this trend continued and devices were scaled down faster than before 

while keeping down voltage and space; and increasing layers of interconnect and 

frequency [11]. 

3.2.3. Decoupling technology 

Small deviations from the ideal behavior of a device can become significant when 

circuits are operating under ' fast corner' conditions, i.e. high frequency, high current, 

or temperature extremes. However, all these low ESRJESL technology can only serve 

to compensate the power droop due to motherboard, package, and connector level 

impedance. These new decoupling technologies are not enough to the increasing 

frequencies and large current switching. Challenge remains in trying to provide for 

decoupling at the integrated circuit level. 

Different technologies are available to help the system provide the necessary power to 

the circuit. For motherboards and packages, low inductance capacitors are available 

which are easily integrated into a system. Advanced decoupling technology, embodied 

in devices such as LICA (Low Inductance Capacitor Array) , Monolithic Capacitors 

(e.g.-X7R,XSR) , Super Capacitors have extremely low internal resistance or ESR and 

ESL, high efficiency (up to 97-98%), high output power, extremely low heating levels, 

and improved safety. Currently, the elements of monolithic ceramic capacitors are 

joined to each other by solder layers and are stacked on each other to minimize the 

value of equivalent series resistance and equivalent series inductance. 
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Figure 13: System level power delivery decoupling solution. 

3.3. Fabrication Process 

To improve the power delivery to the inverter level circuitry we had focused over two 

fabrication processes. First of all to introduce a capacitor between the p-MOS and n

MOS we have to go through the CMOS fabrication process and then as we are 

proposing the capacitor will be deposited in the inverter according to the process that is 

fo llowed in case of fabricating the DRAM, so the DRAM fabrication process has to be 

included here. Thus the combination of these CMOS and DRAM fabrication process 

will be the complete proposed process that could be followed for creating the localized 

decoupling. 

To improve the power delivery to the inverter level circuitry two fabrication processes 

have been taken under consideration. First to introduce a capacitor between the p-MOS 

and n-MOS CMOS fabrication process is considered and then DRAM fabrication 

process has been included to work with the details of the DRAM trench. Thus the 

combination of these CMOS and DRAM fabrication process will be the complete 

proposed process that could be followed for creating the localized decoupling. 
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CMOS Fabrication 

. . ~ fabrication process has several steps and all those steps are again divided into 

_ I phases. Again different fabrication companies follow different methods 

_ r ingly. Here in our proposal we will focus on the major fabrication phases that are 

_~ y used. For basic processing step we will look up in layering, patterning, doping, 

_ ~asking for n-well CMOS fabrication process. 

Processing Steps: 

--oQTaphy: 

--ography is the process used to transfer a pattern to a layer on the chip. Each 

~ sing step requires that certain areas are defined on chip by appropriate masks. 

quently, the integrated circuit may be viewed as a set of patterned layers of doped 

._~on, polysilicon, metal and insulating silicon dioxide. In general, a layer must be 

-.:.:-: med before the next layer of material is applied on chip [15]. 

~-: rmal Oxidation: 

.., equence starts with the thermal oxidation of the silicon surface, by which an oxide 

_. r of about 1 micrometer (1000 nm) thickness, for example, is created on the 

trate . This oxide layer is also called field oxide. 

Q position of Photoresist: 

-:-: e entire oxide surface is covered with a layer of photoresist, which is a light

,:"n itive, acid-resistant organic polymer, initially insoluble in the developing solution. 

-:-he photoresist material is exposed to ultraviolet (UV) light, the exposed areas become 

:oluble so that then they are no longer resistant to etching solvents [16]. 

_ fount Mask above Si: 

To selectively expose the photoresist, some of the areas are covered on the surface with 

_ mask during exposure. Thus, when the structure with the mask on top is exposed to 

::V light, areas which are covered by the opaque features on the mask are shielded. In 
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.: as where the UV light strikes the photoresist, it IS "exposed" and becomes 

- . in certain solutes . 

. ill silicon dioxide regions which are not covered by hardened photoresist can be 

-_~ away either by using a chemical solvent (HF acid) or by using a dry etch 

tch) process. At the end of this step, an oxide window is obtained that reaches 

he silicon surface. The remaining (unexposed part) photoresist can be stripped 

ilicon dioxide (Si02) surface by using another solvent, leaving the patterned 

- ':'ioxide feature on the surface [17]. 

iffusion processes are adopted during different deposition phases of CMOS 

___ . ") process. Thermal diffusion is one of the main. Thermal diffusion of dopants 

. \\·here first of all oxidization is done and the windows are opened in the 

- g the photolithography and etching steps described earlier. The dopants are 

ransported from the high concentration region near the surface into the 

The diffusivity of dopants in solid has a strong dependence on the 

h sist P otore 

I Si3N4 

Si02 

I p- Si 

Formation of Si02, ShN4, and photoresist layer. 
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Figure 14: Fabrication steps 

Grow the gate oxide: 

The composite nitride-oxide layer over the active device area is removed and a thin 

gate oxide layer «10nm) is grown. Adjustment of threshold voltage is another key step 

here. Two kinds of n-channel devices 

o For enhancement-mode n-channel device boron ions are implanted in the 

channel region to increase the threshold voltage (~ +O.SV). 

o For depletion-mode n-channel device arsenic ions are implanted in the 

channel region to decrease the threshold voltage (~ -O.SV). 
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Formation of gate: 

A polysilicon is deposited and heavily doped by diffusion or implantation of 

phosphorus (for gate length >3I-.Im). For smaller devices a composite layer of metal 

silicide and polysilicon named polycide can be used. The use of polycide as a gate 

material of MOSFET can reduce the sheet resistance (~ 1 Q/m). The gate silicon is 

properly etched which exposes the bare silicon surface on which the source and drain 

junctions are to be formed [18] . 

Formation of the source and drain: 

After gate is patterned it will act as a mask for the arsenic implantation to form source 

and drain. The entire silicon surface is then doped with a high concentration of 

impurities, either through diffusion or ion implantation. This source and drain are self

aligned with respect to the gate. To minimize lateral diffusion, low temperature 

fabrication processes are used. In that caSe the parasitic gate-drain and gate-source 

coupling capacitances can be much smaller than the gate-channel capacitance [19]. 

Metallization: 

The metallization process followed by a phosphorus-doped oxide (P-glass) is deposited 

over the entire wafer followed by the flow of heat that is through evaporation to form a 

smoother surface. Contact windows and interconnection pattern are selectively defined 

and etched. A metal layer is deposited and patterned. The gate contact is usually made 

outside the active device area to avoid damage to the thin gate oxide [20] . 

After the interconnection metallization is completed, a protective overcoat of Si3N4 is 

deposited. Then the individual integrated circuits can be separated by sawing and 

breaking the wafer. This phase of device fabrication is called back-end processing. 

The fabrication of semiconductor devices requires several such pattern transfers to be 

performed on silicon dioxide, polysilicon, and metal. 
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Source 1 

lv.1etal 
Oxide (Insulator) 
n- Type Semiconductor 
p- Type Semiconductor 

Gate 

Figure 15: n-well CMOS integrated circuit 

Fabrication sequence of n-well CMOS integrated circuits: 

N-Well Implant and Drive-in Diffusion 

Source 2 

The n-well CMOS process starts with a moderately doped (impurity concentration 

~ 1 0 16/cm3) p-type silicon substrate. Then, an initial thick "field" oxide layer (SOOOA) 

is grown on the entire surface. The first lithographic mask defines the n-well region. 

Donor atoms, usually phosphorus, are implanted through this window in the oxide. 

Once the n-well is created, the active areas of the nMOS and pMOS transistors can be 

defined. 

Thick Field Oxide Growth 

Following the creation of the n-well region, a thick field oxide is grown in the areas 

surrounding the transistor active regions, and a thin gate oxide is grown on top of the 

active regions. The thickness and the quality of the gate oxide are two of the most 

critical fabrication parameters, since they strongly affect the operational characteristics 

of the MOS transistor, as well as the long-term reliability of the CMOS. 

Before the next process step that is deposition of polysilicon layer, by masking the 

wafer, the channel regions can be separately implanted. This extra step will allow 

adjustment of the threshold voltage for both the V tn and V tp' 
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Deposit Gate Poly Si Layer and Etch 

The polysilicon layer (3000A) is deposited using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and 

patterned by dry plasma etching. The created polysilicon lines will function as the gate 

electrodes of the nMOS and the pMOS transistors and theirs interconnects [21]. 

Implant n-Channel n+ Regions 

Using a set of two masks, the n+ and p+ Source and Drain regions are implanted into 

the substrate and into the n- well, respectively. The ohmic contacts to the substrate and 

to the n-well are implanted in this process step. If a doped silicon region is partially 

doped to > 1 0 18/cm3
, then metal contacts to that volume are almost always ohmic (no 

Shottkey Barrier effect). The possibility of a Shottkey Barrier effect is always a 

problem, and to avoid this care must be made of the selection of doping and metal 

contacts. The gate polysilicon will act as mask and thus alignment of gate and source 

and drain is automatic (which is described as self-aligned process). 

Implant n-Channel p+ Regions 

After the p + source and drain regions of p-MOS transistor is defined and masked, p

type impurity atoms of Boron (B) is implanted. Here the polysilicon layer protects 

transistor channel regions from the boron dopants. Moderate temperature drives the 

impurities deeper into the substrate. Some repairing can be made for some crystal 

structure damage. The use of lateral diffusion under the gate can cause the overlap in 

capacitance . The deposition of insulated layer using CVD technique causes non-planar 

surface which becomes an issue in metallization phase. 

Deposition of CVD Si02 Layer 

An insulating silicon dioxide layer is deposited over the entire wafer usmg CVD 

(5000A). This is for passivation, the protection of all the active components from 

contamination. The contacts are defined and etched away to expose the silicon or 

polysilicon contact windows. These contact windows are necessary to complete the 

circuit interconnections using the metal layer, which is patterned in the next step [22]. 
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Chemical Vapor Deposition, where reactive gases collide above the wafer, and 

chemical reaction products then fall onto the wafer creating a new layer. Abrupt steps 

are smoothed over with deposited insulating layer. 

Open Contact Cuts 

Before metallization the open contact cuts in the insulating layers is made to establish 

the contact area. The most important part is to make the contacts to polysilicon outside 

of the gate region. Here the metal spikes through the polysilicon and the thin gate oxide 

is avoided through using the contact mask. 

Deposition of Aluminum (Al) layer as metal contact 

The semiconductor devices have to be connected with each other and with the IC 

package through metallization. Metal film (aluminum, >SOOOA) is deposited over the 

entire chip surface using metal evaporation or sputtering, and the metal lines are 

patterned through etching. Since the wafer surface is non-planar, the quality and the 

integrity of the metal lines created in this step are very critical and are ultimately 

essential for circuit reliability. 

Since the metal connects two separate devices, it is called Local Interconnect. The 

connection of adjacent devices is often called LI-l, as being the lowest level of 

interconnection. 

Final Circuit - CMOS Inverter 

The final step is to deposit a full Si02 passivation layer (SOOOA), for protection, over 

the chip, except for wire-bonding pad areas . If the wafer will be stored for some 

months, a final thin blanket layer of Si3N4 may be applied to prevent penetration by 

water vapor. Completed FEOL wafers are sometimes stored for more than a year 

before processing in a BEOL factory [13]. 
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Figure 16: CMOS inverter circuit 

3.3.2. DRAM fabrication 

There are several types of DRAM fabrication process depending on the types of 

DRAM. As we discussed earlier that mostly stack and trench type DRAM fabrication 

and implementation is popular. The fabrication process includes diffusing, layering, 

patterning, etching, CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition), ion implementation process 

and doping like the CMOS formation. But the main problem occurs as the fabrication 

of DRAM has to be done parallel to the CMOS creating trench or stack [23] . The 

formation process can be shown through the diagrams of different phases: 
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Figure 17: Fabrication process of DRAM 
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Most leading DRAM manufacturers are working on 1 Gbit cells. To reach the 

nanotechnology, their goal is to decrease the size of the cell as small as possible 

without compromising the value of the capacitor. 

Two types of 1 Gbit cell developments are manufactured according to the available 

technology. First one is through improvement in the trench capacitor concept by 

creating a bottle-shape trench design. And the second on is through improvement in the 

stack concept with a vertical and circular capacitor. 

The fabrication steps are briefed as: first well formation steps are done where a p-well 

is formed. In order to form the p-well Boron atoms are implanted with high acceleration 

energy of about 180KeV. Followed by anti punch through implant, Boron was 

implanted with 80Kev acceleration energy. The implantation dose changes in order to 

vary the different boron concentration required for the p-well. Then a bottom oxide 

layer is formed on the p-substrate and two semi conductor layers are formed one by 

one. The first semi conductor layer is formed on the bottom oxide layer and a second 

semiconductor layer is formed on the first semiconductor layer. Then an electrode stack 

structure is formed on the second semiconductor layer. Afterwards, electrode stack 

structure, the second semiconductor layer and the first semiconductor layer are 

patterned. Subsequently an insulation layer is formed at two sides of the first 

semiconductor layer and the second semiconductor layer. The height of the insulation 

layer is greater than that of the first semiconductor layer. After, a doping layer is 

formed on the insulation layer. Then the dielectric material with a higher dielectric 

constant has to be deposited here accordingly to create the capacitive effect which will 

store the charge to store the data in the form of high and low. The formation of dram 

ends up with the creation of contact through which the capacitor will be charged and 

discharged [23]. 
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Figure 18: Structure of DRAM 

The above figure illustrates the structure of a DRAM following the recent fabrication 

process. Here polisilicon and titanium-nitride electrode has been used and Tantalum 

pentoxide which is also known as tantalum(V) oxide used as dielectric element 

between two electrodes. 
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4. PROPOSED LOCALIZED DECOUPLING 

4.1. CMOS inverter 

CMOS stands for Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor and is the short for 

complementary MOSFET. A MOSFET is the most common electronic device, where 

FET stands for Field -Effect Transistor. It is used to switch or amplify digital and 

analog signals. The word "complementary" refers to the presence of complementary 

pairs ofn-type and p-type MOSFETs [1]. 

Figure 19: Typical size of CMOS as compared with a matchstick (courtesy: Wikipedia) 

Inversion of Input: 

The inversion of signals implemented in digital circuitry of computers can be done in a 

number of ways. But, CMOS uses the least space and power in doing so. This promoted 

scaling down a lot. When the input is low, the output is high and vice versa. 

Vdd 

In -c Out 

grnd 

Figure 20: CMOS inverter 
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When a HIGH is given to "In", the PMOS (upper transistor) poses a high resistivity and 

the supply voltage V dd is blocked from the output. With this HIGH, the NMOS offers a 

less resistance, draining whatever was in output. Thus, the output is LOW, inverting the 

HIGH input. 

A Brief Insight: 

n~ D o 

n-well 

Si (p) 

Figure 21: Cross-section of CMOS 

The CMOS is usually built on a p-substrate and an n-well is dug for a NMOS. The 

Source of the PMOS is connected to the supply and the source of the NMOS is 

grounded. 

Both the MOS have diffused regions for Drain and Source, p + diffusion in PMOS and 

n + in NMOS. The PMOS has a p-type channel, over which lies a thin pad of dielectric. 

Thin, due to the scaling, but thick enough to stop hot carrier effect which is the 

escaping of electrons through the dielectric under the influence of electric field. A 

metallic gate is built over it to bias the device for activation. Biasing current is very 

crucial, the device is cut-off if bias is less, pinched off if more. The channel width and 

length are also crucial since it has to deal with the mobility of carriers and process 

technology. The PMOS needs to have twice the channel width as that of NMOS to have 

the same mobility [13] . 

The CMOS dissipates power only when it switches. The short circuit current flows 

momentarily through the two MOS when both are on. This is denoted as the dynamic 

power dissipation. When the CMOS is on, it dissipates static power, which according to 
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the following graph is much lower than that of dynamic power. Low power design can 

save a lot of power. 
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Figure 22: Dynamic and static power trends 

2000 

The PMOS of two CMOS positioned side by side is separated by a region which is the 

Shallow Trench Isolation (STI). It provides the two MOS to be put closer together, 

avoiding any unexpected interactions and allows a higher breakdown voltage. A 90nm 

process has typical trench width of 140nm and depth of 400nm. 

4.2. Why and How Transistors Starved Off Power 

Capacitors are thin conducting plates, usually made of metal, separated by a layer of 

dielectric and stacked or rolled to form a compact device. The general objective of the 

capacitors is to store charge during "On state" and discharge the same charge at "Off -

state". Utilizing this concept, capacitors are served as small suppliers of charge when 

the circuit suffers from short of supply voltage. [1] 
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In CMOS technology, the perception of decoupling capacitors arouse when the scaling 

down of the devices came to the field. It became a severe issue to operate the devices 

into a reduced scale providing a constant voltage to its transistors during switching. 

This affair was recognized in the year 2001 at International Technology Roadmap for 

Semiconductors (ITRS) as one of the difficult challenges. 

In a switching sub-circuit, like CMOS, switching noise must be suppressed. When the 

switching occurs, all the transistors draw a significantly large current and act as a load 

to the applied voltage source. These are due to the inductances of chip, package, 

motherboard and eventually Silicon itself. It encounters by lowering the voltage that the 

voltage supply offers. At this time, the transistors not only suffer from deficiency of 

voltage, every other transistor that shares the voltage undergo through these 

circumstances. Though the voltage restores to its normal state, a temporary reduction in 

voltage disturbs other chips [13]. 

To decouple others from the effect of the sudden current demand, a decoupling 

capacitor can be placed between the supply voltage and its reference (ground). For 

example: in four metal CMOS technology, a fabricated test chip of 300MHz CMOS 

RISC Microprocessor with the super H architecture is of 0.35-um channel length and 

on-chip decoupling capacitance is 160nF [24] . 

4.3. Localized Decoupling 

When the billions of transistors switch simultaneously, the capacitor initially supplies 

the required current and thus, the voltage droops are reduced for drawing instant current 

from capacitor. The location of the decoupling available in PCB, package and die in on

going technology can be shown through the diagram shown [2]: 
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On-die Interconnect 
Package 

Multi-Layer PCB 

Figure 23: The Location of Decoupling Capacitors 

So far we have seen that, the capacitance between power and ground distribution 

network, like CMOS, refers to decoupling capacitors or decap which act as local charge 

storage and help in mitigating the voltage drop at supply points. Unfortunately, this 

decoupling capacitance is sometimes not enough to limit the voltage droop. So the 

designers often add intentional decoupling capacitance structures on strategic 

locations. [1] 

In this paper, we have proposed to allocate these decoupling capacitors next to the 

transistor level within the STI using the concept of DRAM technology followed by 

"trench" approaches. In this approach, a narrow ditch is dug in the DRAM die. Similar 

to this ditch, there will be trench consisting of two electrodes and filled by low k

dielectric, adjacent to the transistors in the CMOS that will supply sufficient charge at 

the time of switching and overcome the consequences of voltage droop. 

4.3.1. Quick response 

If the decoupling is far away from the location of power starvation, the small charge 

supplied by each of them is effectively reduced by the loss in the power path. The 

supplied power then suffers from interconnect delay due to metal wires and vias and 

arrives late at the transistor level. Even for on-die white area capacitances, it takes quite 

long time to arrive to the CMOS circuitry and compensate the droop. Thus a decoupling 

at the location of our proposal, right to the door step of transistor has become 

mandatory to mitigate droop and to respond quickly. 
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4.3.2. Rise time and fall time: 

Vdd 

In -c 
grnd 

Figure 24: Charging and discharging of capacitor 

The rise time depends on the channel width and mobility of charge carriers of the 

PMOS while that of the fall time depends on those of the NMOS. 

As depicted in the above diagram, current comes from V dd to the capacitor through the 

PMOS. The capacitor charges itself while the CMOS is on, i.e . at the positive high 

cycle of the square clock pulse. During the transient time dynamic power dissipates as 

current flows momentarily through both the MOS. The capacitor discharges during the 

low of the clock pulse. Thus the capacitor charges as current flows through the channel 

of the PMOS and discharges as it flows through that of the NMOS. Due to variation of 

mobility of charge carriers through the channel, their channel width is varied so as to 

keep the time of flow constant. This causes a change in the charging and discharging 

time of the capacitor and hence the clock pulse. 

4.4. Use of Dram technology 

4.4.1. Space constraints 

Here, in this case we are concerned about the space constraint of the current 

technology. But the given proposal will not contradict with the space constraint. The 

proposed decoupling will not take a large lateral area. To introduce a capacitance in 
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CMOS circuitry to improve the power delivery, our main strategy was to introduce a 

capacitive element without making the chip bulky or without disturbing the Moore's 

goal. Here we have used the STI (Silicon Trench Isolator) area which is only used to 

create isolation between p-MOS and n-MOS. In our proposal we are just replacing the 

STI by using any dielectric material which has a higher dielectric constant to get the 

maximum capacitive effect [25]. According to recent technology the depth of the STI is 

about 250nm and we are proposing to deposit the dielectric with a depth of 126nm. So 

by no means space can be a problem for us or the proposed capacitance will not create 

any specious problem to a CMOS. 

4.4.2. Fabrication constraint 

The proposal introduces a DRAM capacitor within the CMOS inverter to provide the 

power when the inverter is in power crisis. Though both the processes are mature and 

already have fabrication set up, running them simultaneously is a difficult task. The 

fabrication process of both the CMOS inverter and DRAM is not the same but 

according to the proposal the fabrication process of CMOS and DRAM has to be done 

in parallel [26]. So the synchronization of the different fabrication phases of DRAM 

and CMOS needs a special concern. 

Due to nano technology of recent days space constrains is always a special concern and 

all the fabrication phases have to be accurate to get the proper operation of each 

individual chip. The local decoupling will be created through digging trench or making 

stack inside the isolating material. While using high-K-dielectric material, the proper 

attachment of the dielectric with the immediate contact material or insulator has to be 

considered as well. The deposition process of the dielectric material has to be uniform. 

Besides, the uniform deposition of the polysilicon rod inside the trench needs a special 

consideration as well [27]. 

To design the whole system we didn't consider the roughness, dishing and trapezoidal 

effect of the top surface of metal. But due to the sophisticated fabrication process being 
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required, special phase has to be adopted concermng the roughness of the metal 

surface. 

4.5. Capacitance enhancement 

The mam objective is to get the maximized level of capacitance usmg the local 

decoupling in the CMOS inverter. To obtain the higher capacitive effect several 

strategies could be adopted. Connecting the local decoupling between V dd and ground 

and use of a high K-dielectric element in between the metal layers can be such 

strategies. 

4.5.1. Between V dd and ground 

The connection of the proposed localized decupling is done in between V dd and 

ground. Thus the capacitance will have the maximum voltage difference between the 

two metal plates which will enhance the value of capacitance. This way of connection 

will ensure the maximum charge storage in case of localized decoupling to deliver the 

maximum power during the power starvation ofa CMOS inverter [28]. 

The connection with V dd will also ensure that the addition of decoupling will not 

affect the start up speed of the chip. But still the power path between the V dd and the 

metal plate of the decoupling can have some contribution in inductive droop which can 

not be avoided. 

4.5.2. Use of high -k dielectric in between metal layers 

As our proposal followed here using DRAM trench technology, which does not use any 

high-K-dielectric material as the dielectric between the metal plates. But we can use any 

dielectric material having higher dielectric constant if the interface suite with the metal 

plate. The use of a material having a higher dielectric constant is also important for having 

a higher level of capacitance. 
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According to the above formula, C is directly proportional with the cr- Higher dielectric 

constant can ensure higher level of capacitance. So to get maximized localized decoupling 

high K- dielectric material can be used in between the metal layers . For instance material 

like Hafnium-Di-Oxide can be a better proposal [29]. 
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5. SIMULATION: 

5.1. System set-up 

The system established usmg the ADS (Advanced Designed System) Software, 

simulation software which is widely used in vast industrial purpose. To design the 

CMOS inverter circuit, BSIM4 p-MOS and n-MOS models are used where all the 

parameters of p-MOS and n-MOS are fixed by following the 90nrn fabrication process. 

The BSIM4 p-MOS and n-MOS models are built in models of MOSFET in ADS. The 

proposed capacitor is placed between the two CMOS inverter circuit, as the figure 

below shows, where both of them meets with the same source (Vdd). 

1"""""""IC::l ~~m~~ ~ 
CMOS (1) 

~II ~ ••• ~~~~~ ••••• 
CMOS (2) 

Proposed Capacitance 

Figure 25: The position of proposed capacitance 

As our proposal is to use high-K-dielectric element in local decoupling capacitor, we 

can use higher Cr, but in this case we used the standard dielectric constant of Si02 

which is used in recent fabrication process. To get further accuracy, numbers of CMOS 

inverter circuits have been connected in parallel. Here to estimate the possible voltage 

drop and inductive droop calculation is made and these loss factors are designed 

through lumped RLC elements in ADS. To calculate the resistance, here the higher 

frequency skin effect has also considered as it has a significant effect during the higher 

frequency operation. For the calculation of capacitive loss, only the parallel plate 

capacitances and inter-wire capacitances are taken under consideration. The 

distribution of resistance and reactance is done in several levels, like motherboard, 

package, socket and silicon. In silicon level designing, few metal layers and vias have 
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been designed as well. Copper is assumed to be the interconnect material of choice in 

different metal layers. For interconnect designing, we have considered lower dielectric 

constant to make the interconnect capacitance less which is followed by the ongoing 

technology. In case of designing the RLC circuit for each step, the resistances and 

inductances are connected in series and the capacitances are connected in parallel. 

To design the local decoupling in spite of considering the cylindrical capacitance, the 

calculation is done following a parallel plate capacitor. The inherent ESL and ESR of 

the capacitive effect of the proposed localized decoupling are considered as well. I V 

DC voltage is given as the source (V dd) of the whole chip. To generate the input clock 

and give it to the inverter circuit, odd numbers of inverters are used and connected in a 

series connection with each other. If a single voltage pulse is given to any of the 

inverters connected in series with automated clock pulse which would drive the 

designed CMOS inverters. The importance of using odd numbers of inverter to 

generate the clock pulse is to get a different output. The frequency of the clock 

generator is fixed to 3.5GHz which is the most current trend. The transient analysis and 

simulation of the whole system is done in time domain. 

5.2. Impedance estimation according to current trend 

According to ITRS for interconnect, 2007 edition "The aspect ratios of the spaces 

between adjacent gates in DRAMs are expected to be greater than 16:1 by 2007 and 

will increase thereafter." This will be met in our proposal since the DRAMs would be 

separated by a CMOS. As depicted in figure Al of the ITRS paper, the trench height is 

assumed to be I26nm. The aspect ratio for current DRAM technology is 50:1, which 

essentially means that the depth: width=50: 1. The paper also assumes that the effective 

dielectric constant can be 2.9, which is easily affordable. All these make the half pitch 

to be I .26nm. With simple physics, prediction tells us that the trench would be 

cylindrical in shape with a hemispherical bottom. The two plates of the capacitor which 

is a must would be made one, out of the wall and the other, by dipping a metallic rod. 

These tow metal contact would be separated by a dielectric material. As shown in the 
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diagram below, L denoted as the half pitch of the trench is half the diameter of the 

trench width, including outer metal wall. 'y' is shown as dashed line in the diagram, 

showing the overlapping region of the two plates. 'd' is the average distance 

between the two plates. Details of the capacitance calculation are as follows . [27]. 
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Figure 26: Trench DRAM (simplified) 

L=half pitch of the trench 

y= overlapping area between the two plates 

d=distance between the plates 

USing the formula c= &/ioA A=Ly 
d ' 

20 x (8 .854 x 10 - 12 ) x A 
C = 

2 x (15 x 10 -9 ) 

A = Ly 

A = L[8 + 8 + (2 x IT x r)] 
2 

A = L[16 + 3.142 x 1.5 x 15] x 10 -9 

A = 8.669 x 10 -8 (126 + 126 + 1.26) 

A = 2.15 x 10 -5 

Therefore, C = 1 .296 x 10 -7 F 

, taking Er= 2.9, 
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6. SIMULATION AND DATA ANALYSIS: 

The simulation is done using ADS (Advanced Design System) simulation tool and 

done using three levels of calculations. Here three types of dielectric material are used 

having three different dielectric constants. This adaptation of several Er helped to 

observe three different results regarding performance improvement. The results of 

using low, medium and higher local decoupling in the CMOS inverter level can 

improve the level of voltage droop which is shown below: 
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Figure 27: Voltage Droop in the Die with Low Local Decoupling 
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Figure 28: Voltage Droop in the Die with Medium Local Decoupling 
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Figure 29: Voltage Droop in the Die with High Local Decoupling 
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In the above three diagrams, the differences of duration of the voltage drop at each of 

the three metal layers and the IC node has been compared for performance evaluation. 

The time taken for the maximum droop is the most for the low local decoupling and the 

least for the high local decoupling. This also brings about a change in the gradient with 

respect to the time constant. According to the ADS simulation result, for the low local 

decoupling the amount of droop is 0.56Volt while for the medium and the high local 

decoupling the droop is 0.68Volt and 0.81Volt respectively. The voltage droop in metal 

layer 1, as expected, is the highest. That's why our proposal is to provide required 

power right at the CMOS circuitry, where the power is required. The above diagrams 

show the voltage droop in metal layer 1, metal layer 2 and metal layer 3. Here the 

performance improvement is measured in terms of the extent of the voltage droop for 

the individual cases as shown in each diagram. 

The value of the decoupling capacitor is based on the charge stored by a single DRAM 

capacitor, which is assumed to be 10 fF. According to the simulation result the low and 

medium local decoupling can achieve the required V dd level after a few nano second 

but again it can face a droop and the voltage levels fluctuates. While the high local 

decoupling is able to minimize the voltage droop very effectively and within less time 

delay it can achieve the required source level. According to the analysis, this localized 

decoupling can improve more than 30% performance of the system. 
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7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION: 

Simultaneous switching of billions of transistors draws a huge amount of current. This 

current is solely responsible to cause voltage droop due to resistive and inductive drop 

in the power path. Now-a-days power starvation in the Silicon level becomes a major 

problem which is responsible to degrade the performance of a system. But due to the 

space constraint in the die, large capacitors cannot be plugged in. Though we have 

some decoupling in motherboard, socket and package level but still they are quite far 

away, hence the response is very slow. If we try to have a horizontal decoupling in 

silicon level, it will require a larger lateral area, which is difficult to achieve. Here our 

proposal stands for. According to our proposal, devices will have a way to insert a 

vertical decoupling by creating a trench in the STI region between two inverters. 

Being right next to the inverter will ensure the maximum voltage compensation with a 

minimum required time. On the other hand, lower droop introduces lesser noise, so our 

proposal is successful in case of noise reduction as well. Moreover, as we are 

introducing a decoupling it will help to minimize ESL and ESR which will reduce the 

overall impedance. Our proposal provides one capacitor of around 10fF for each pair 

of transistor to reduce power starvation, noise and impedance. The dimensions of this 

decoupling are proposed using current trend of CMOS and DRAM, following the 

90nm process technology mentioned in ITRS 2007. The merging of these two mature 

technologies has brought forth a capacitance such that it does not waste any lateral 

space on die. Besides, this merging of CMOS and DRAM will be cheap to implement 

as we don' t need to develop any new fabrication processes which will ensure the 

absence of any fabrication constrains as well. The calculations, data analysis and 

simulation have been verified using ADS (Advanced Design System, by Agilent 

Tools). Thus, it can be concluded that our proposal holds. 
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8. FUTURE WORIZ 

The future prospect of our thesis would be to simulate the design taking the same 

number of metal layers that is being implemented now-a-days. The metal layer design 

is done using the momentum feature of ADS software. The momentum feature ensures 

the exact voltage droop due to inherent RLC of metal layers and vias. Besides, here all 

the parameters are set by following the 45nm process technology and in case of 

dimension design ITRS 2007 has been taken as reference. The system would be set up 

such that the power supply is used to run the system through traces and vias 

experiencing an RLC circuit as it does so. The frequency is fixed at 3.5GHz. 

Metal Layer 1 

.;".-., 

Metal Layer 2 

Metal Layer 3 

Figure 30: Metal layer designed using ADS 
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For instance, as the diagram (figure 30) above shows the three metal layers , the Metal 

Layer 1 consists of 24 pins, of which there are a combination of V dd and Gild (Ground) 

pins. Among 24 pins the first 20 pins will be connected with the CMOS inverters 

providing Vdd and Gild to the CMOS. Rest of the pins, 21 and 23 are assigned to 

provide V dd (Source) and 22 and 24 pins are for Gnd connectivity with metal layer 2. 

The metal layer 2 is designed with 20 pins. Among these, the first 18 pins of metal 

layer 2 will be connected with metal layer 1 and these pins are assigned to supply V dd 

and Gnd to metal layer 1. 19th and 20th pins of metal layer 2 are the source and ground 

pins respectively which make the connection between metal layer 2 and metal layer 3. 

Higher level Metal layers from metal layer 3 have the same pin combination and 

assignation like metal layer 2. All the metal layers have reference pin denoted as ref. in 

the above figure and this pin is kept grounded. 
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APPENDIX A . ADS SCHEMATICS 
To verify the proposal the system was designed using ADS (Advanced Design 

System), which is a powerful electronic design automation software system by Agilent 

tools. It offers complete design integration to designers of products such as cellular 

and portable phones, pagers, wireless networks, radar and satellite communications 

systems, and high-speed digital serial links. With a complete set of simulation 

technologies ranging from frequency-, time-, numeric and physical domain simulation 

to electromagnetic field simulation, ADS lets designers fully characterize and optimize 

designs. The single, integrated design environment provides system, circuit, and 

electromagnetic simulators, along with schematic capture, layout, and verification 

capability -- eliminating the stops and starts associated with changing design tools in 

mid-cycle. 
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The diagram above is ADS schematics showing two inverters with the proposed 

capacitor between them. The four ports shown in the figure, two of them are assigned 
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for the V dd, one for input clock and one for reference, are connected to the im' rt r 

with the first metal layer. The PMOS and NMOS used here to design the system are 

built in BSIM4 model. 
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The figure shows another ADS schematics showing the connection between metal layer 

one and metal layer two. In this figure , two metal layer two is connected with nine 

metal layer one. Thus the V dd and ground connection passes through the metal layers 

and vias of a silicon chip. 
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The above ADS schematics shows three metal layers designed usmg momentum 

features of ADS. 
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r=0.061 ; 
c=8200* 1 QI' -12 ; 
1=0.58* I 01\-9 ; 
f=0.3 * 1 01\6; 

APPENDIX B: MATLAB 

z=r+(i. *2. *pi. *f. *1)-i .l(2. *pi. *f. *c); 
s=abs(z) 
s =64 .6961 

For pl ot: 
r=0.061 ; 
c=8200* 1 01\-12 ; 
1=0 .58* I 01\-9 ; 
%ini=1 O*logl 0( .1 * 1 01\6); 
%fi n=1 0* log I O( 10000* 1 01\6) 
f= linspace(. 1 * 1 01\6, 1 0000* 1 01\6, 1 0000); 
z=r+(i. *2. *pi . *f. * 1)-i./(2. *pi. *f. *c); 
%p=z+( I.lt) ; 
s=abs(z) ; 
dB= IO*logIO(s) ; 
plot(l O*log 1 O(f) ,dB) 
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By using the software of "muRata" it was found that at lower frequencies the capacitive 

component is significant (l/jwC) and in higher frequency trend the inductive 

components prevail. For a particular frequency, there is no capacitive component or 

inductive component and impedance is equivalent to only resistive part .Typically, we 

try to operate our devices at this frequency. 
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APPENDIX C: MURATA 
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This page shows the demonstration of the "muRata" software window. Here, for a 

capacitor named as, "GRM2195CIH822JA81" which has a size of 80mil (length) by 

SOmil (width). Considering its inherent series capacitance as 8.2nF, a rated voltage of 

SOV being operated at 0.3MHz.frequency, we find an impedance of 64.700 
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